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Chris Mulligan and I decided to take EI-YLG to 

Land’s End in Cornwall last month. We had 

originally planned to go further to the Scilly Isles 

but NOTAMs said that only scheduled services 

were being accepted during February due to 

waterlogging of part of the airfield.  

Land’s End had only grass runways until three years 

ago, when it was decided to put down hard surfaces 

because it became unusable in bad weather.  

We picked two good days for the trip. Northerly 

winds gave tailwinds of up to 35 kts on the way 

down, while the winds veered to the East and 

reduced for the return trip so that we had little or no 

headwinds. The anticyclone produced great 

visibility with some layers of stratocumulus which 

we cruised above at FL45 or FL55. By later in the 

week, the easterly winds had pulled pollution from 

the continent, causing poor visibility for local flights 

out of Weston. 

There is an indirect connection between Land’s End 

and Ireland because the original Aer Lingus DH84 

Iolar EI-ABI was sold off in 1938 and became G-

ACPY. It spent its last days flying between Land’s 

End and the Scillies until it was shot down by a 

Heinkel 111 in June 1941, causing the death of the 

pilot and five members of one family.  

Services to the islands are now flown by BN2 

Islanders or DH6 Twin Otters operating from 

Land’s End, Exeter and Newquay. 

 

Ground Classes 

We have been having a good turnout at the ground 

classes which, at present, are covering navigation. 

We intend to cover other subjects as we go through 

the year. Even navigation draws us into things like 

cruise performance and fuel consumption, so it’s 

applicable to all phases of flight. 

 

Annual General Meeting 

The AGM will be held on 16th April at 8pm at 

Farmhand Ltd, Damsastown Rise, Damastown 

Industrial Park, Dublin 15. Further information will 

be posted by Anthony. 

 

Obstacle heights –Caution! 

Anthony and I attended another meeting on the 

charts and it looks as though another edition will 

appear in the next few months. It’s important that 

we be cautious in accepting information on charts, 

as they continue to contain errors. In fact, it’s hard 

to accept published aeronautical information at face 

value. For example, the top of the Clarkestown mast 

is now shown on the charts as 1334 feet AMSL, 

while the figure given in the AIP is still 1167 feet 

AMSL.  

We were told that 1334 is the correct figure and that 

1167 feet, which has always been shown in the past, 

is wrong! They say that the AIP will be updated in 

due course. There are other errors around the 

country, with some serious omissions of elevations. 

 

Fifty years ago 

This month is the 50th anniversary of the crash of 

the Aer Lingus Viscount, St Phelim off Tuskar Rock 

which resulted in the deaths of 61 people.  

The reason for the crash was never satisfactorily 

decided and there was a lot of speculation that it had 

been hit by a missile or remotely piloted aircraft 

from the danger areas off the Welsh coast.  

While the British authorities denied this, there was a 

lot of unusual activity by their naval vessels during 

the search for the wreckage, some of it apparently 

very inept. The possibility of a runaway missile was 

certainly not impossible and books by ex-military 

pilots describe such things happening in those areas, 

although of course, there was never mention of 

having hit anything. 

 

Subscriptions 

Subscriptions for 2018 are now due. Members may 

pay by cheque or directly to the club’s bank 

account. Details are: Sort code 93 25 15, Account 

14673091. IBAN IE93 AIBK 9325 1514 673091. 

Don’t forget to put your name on the transfer so that 

John knows who has paid. 

Only members who have paid up by the end of 

March may fly club aircraft and, if a subscription 

has not been paid by the end of June, membership 

lapses completely. 

 

Caution – Carb Ice is always a risk! 

Carb ice is very common under the present weather 

conditions. We should keep the carb heat on until 

200-300 feet before touchdown, but some pilots turn 

it off as soon as they turn final. This is wrong and 

can be dangerous.  


